Ionisation cluster-size formation by electrons: from macroscopic to nanometric target sizes.
An indispensable prerequisite for a deeper understanding of specified physical, chemical or biological changes initiated in matter when being exposed to ionising radiation is a detailed knowledge of particle track structure. Here, the structure of electron tracks is of particular interest since electrons are set in motion in large numbers as secondary particles during the slow down of any kind of ionising radiation in matter. From the point of view of radiation induced early damage to genes and cells, which starts with the early damage to segments of the DNA molecule, the most effective secondary electrons are those at energies of a few hundred eV since the yield of double-strand breaks induced by such electrons in the DNA shows a maximum. This can be explained by the fact that in water cylinders, 2 nm in diameter and height (as a substitute to small segments of the DNA), the probability of the electron-induced formation of ionisation cluster sizes greater than or equal to two is highest also at initial electron energies of a few hundred eV. In view of this promising feature of ionisation cluster-size distributions formed by low-energy electrons in nanometric targets of liquid water for explaining particular radio-biological endpoints, it is the aim of the present work to investigate the properties of cluster-size formation by electrons as a function of target size. Here, main emphasis is laid on the behaviour of cluster-size distributions if the target size is reduced from macroscopic to nanometric volumes.